Control it with Balan.

In summer: brown, dead, virtually unplayable.

During the growing season, Balan will prevent the new crop of Poa annua seeds from sprouting. Eliminates most of your future problems before they start. Gives your desirable grasses a chance to fill in.

UNIQUELY WATERPROOF. Many herbicides are highly soluble in water, and leach too deep into the soil. Not Balan. Heavy rainfalls and repeated irrigations won't leach Balan out. It clings to soil particles for months, then breaks down gradually and naturally. Balan won't build up any unwanted residues in your soil to cause you future problems.

Want evidence? Balan has been thoroughly tested by Eli Lilly/Elanco laboratories and field stations. Recommended by many universities. Used by top golf courses. In fact, USDA registration acknowledges what many turfgrass professionals have long known from their own testing. Balan stops virtually every annual weedgrass, including Poa. See for yourself.
Balan stops the annual weedgrasses on your most unwanted list.

Turfgrass management isn't an exact science. Not just yet. You rely on experience, on sound judgment, and on equipment and products that have demonstrated they measure up to your management standards. Balan is the pre-emergence herbicide that does measure up.

Use Balan confidently. If you've never tried dependable Balan, only one thing will convince you. Actual use. So you be the judge. See if Balan doesn't give you more dependable performance for less money than any herbicide you've ever used.

Greater stopping-power against the worst weedgrasses you know. Poa annua, crabgrasses, goosegrass (silver crabgrass or crowsfoot), watergrass (barnyardgrass), and foxtails.

A better margin of safety when used as directed on established turfs. Perennial bluegrasses, perennial ryegrass, fescue, centipede, St. Augustine, Bermuda, zoysia, and bahia grasses.

The convenient granular. See if Balan isn't easy-handling, smooth-pouring, even-spreading from either drop-type or rotary-type equipment. No messy wettable powder to mix. No poisonous arsenic, lead, or mercury to worry about.

And no wonder. Balan Granular is the one herbicide formulated to make a turfgrass professional's life easier. Why have it any other way?

Get full details by visiting your distributor or mailing the postage-paid card today.

Goosegrass (alias crowfoot, alias silver crabgrass)

Crabgrass (smooth and hairy)

Foxtail (green and yellow)
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Selection of Grasses for Overseeding.

The performance of five commonly used cool season turfgrasses overseeded alone and in mixtures were evaluated. The experiments were conducted on an established Tifdwarf bermudagrass turf maintained under putting conditions with a duplicate experiment also conducted on Tifgreen-328 bermudagrass. The grasses and seeding rates in pounds per 1,000 square feet used for the pure stands were as follows: Penncross creeping bentgrass (4.2), Pennlawn red fescue (30), Kentucky bluegrass (10), domestic ryegrass (50) and rough bluegrass (10). In continued on page 26
addition to the individual plantings, mixtures containing all possible combinations of the five grasses were tested with the mixtures containing either two, three, four or five of the grasses. The plot size was three by four feet. One week prior to seeding, the bermudagrass was vertically mowed twice and the clippings removed. The vertical mowing was at a 0.5 inch blade spacing with a depth of cut which penetrated the soil slightly. Immediately following the vertical mowing the test sites were seeded and top-dressed with one-sixteenth of an inch of sterilized topsoil. The top-dressed plots were dragged once with a burlap covered steel drag, watered lightly and sprayed with 35 per cent WP Dexon at the rate of four ounces of material per 1,000 square feet.

The ryegrass and rough bluegrass germinated in approximately seven days. The germination of bentgrass, red fescue and Kentucky bluegrass was much slower, occurring in approximately 10, 14 and 21 days, respectively. The germination rate was slow due to the occurrence of low temperature during the establishment period. The rate of establishment of the five grasses was in the same order as the germination.

Appearance ratings of pure stands of the five grasses under evaluation indicated that creeping bentgrass, rough bluegrass and Kentucky bluegrass gave equally high appearance ratings while the appearance of red fescue was somewhat less and that for the ryegrass was definitely inferior.

The appearance rating of the established mixture was never better than the pure stand rating of the best grass in the mixture. The two and three grass component mixtures ranked highest in appearance and all contained Kentucky bluegrass or rough blue-
Reduce your total irrigation costs with push-together J-M Ring-Tite® pipes.

Savings on a J-M pipe system begin the moment installation crews push together the first two lengths of pipe. Due largely to the Ring-Tite joints, they go together quickly and easily: ends are wiped clean, rubber ring inserted in groove, end of next pipe length lubricated and pushed "home." So, small crews can install more pipe . . . in less time . . . at lower cost.

Then, once the pipe system is underground, maintenance savings begin. Because of their built-in flexibility, these pipelines provide proven safe-guards against earth subsidence, line stress . . . even earth tremors. And, because their Ring-Tite joints are made without guesswork . . . and are tight when installed . . . they'll stay tight for the life of the system. This means built-in protection against leaks that could cause expensive repair work, waste water and interrupt play.

So whether you use TRANSITE® or PVC plastic Ring-Tite pipes alone or in combination, you get a proven pipe system designed to keep installation and maintenance costs to an absolute minimum. A system that over the years will resist corrosion and return maximum value for each dollar invested. Little wonder J-M Ring-Tite pipes are the most widely used pipes in turf irrigation today.


TRANSITE® asbestos-cement pipe with factory-mounted Ring-Tite tapped coupling for sprinkler riser. Rubber ring in precision-machined coupling speeds installation, provides tight flexible joint, reduces maintenance costs.

The bell is an integral part of the PVC plastic Ring-Tite pipe. Here rubber ring is being inserted into groove in bell. Ring helps speed assembly, absorbs pipe expansion and contraction, triple seals joint against leaks.
We've led the field for 54 years...

but what have we

The hydraulic PARKMASTER... that's what.
Available in either a 5 or 7 unit model, this big Toro beauty has speed, flexibility and stability that tops any other combination sold today.

Better stability because the SPARTAN® gang mowers are mounted behind the driver—and the 79 h.p. engine pulls the PARKMASTER up the steepest fairways and slopes. Each mower is free-floating, too—allowing complete freedom of movement on irregular turf areas.

Flexibility in spades! It slims down to pass through narrow areas then, in seconds, fans out to mow up to a full 15-foot swath.

Mowing roadways? You can use the wing units only—even mow boulevards or other strips using one or two units.
done for you lately?

**Forget back-breaking gang-lifting.** Each of the seven units are automatically, safely raised for transport in less than a minute.

**Slash mowing costs up to 50%**. It’s been proved in operation after operation—the TORO 7-unit hydraulic PARKMASTER can cut grounds-maintenance costs in half.

In the long run, your best bet is a TORO. So if you’re a long-range thinker—keep us in mind.

_P.S._ TORO is also a leader in automatic underground sprinkler systems for golf courses, athletic fields, parks and industrial property. Your TORO distributor has all the facts.

---

We keep thinking of you. That’s how we keep our reputation.

TORO®

Minneapolis, Minn. 55420

†Exclusive trade name of Toro Manufacturing Corporation
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grasses. Most of these mixtures also contained red fescue which established rapidly and did not decrease the appearance of mixtures as much as the ryegrass. No advantage was achieved from mixing either four or five of the grasses and in general, the appearance of mixtures containing these four or five grasses was poorer than ratings for the pure stands of the same grasses. The best mixture in terms of appearance ratings was a combination of red fescue and Kentucky bluegrass.

Comments: The criteria to be utilized in the selection of a grass or mixture of grasses for overseeding of bermudagrass turfs includes (a) overall appearance, including color and texture, (b) putting quality, (c) rate of establishment, (d) establishment and maintenance costs, and (e) ease of transition from bermudagrass to the overseeded grass in the spring and fall. The report by the above authors is concerned primarily with overall appearance and with rate of establishment. Ryegrass and rough bluegrass were the most rapid in the rate of establishment followed by creeping bentgrass, red fescue and Kentucky bluegrass. The ryegrass produces an inferior quality turf whereas the creeping bentgrasses are finer textured and result in improved putting quality.
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